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1. Abstract 

 

The centenary (1995) and the turn of the millennium (2000) constitutes Cinema1 as a 

medium of the past and from the past.  Aged 100 and affected by the arrival of new 

technologies Cinema becomes the object of retrospectives: as memory transmission 

institutions the museums and galleries are embracing artworks which engage with cinema’s 

materiality and historicity: personalities, the celluloid, the cinematic devices and the 

phenomenology of film viewing in theatrical setting are topics debated through different 

artworks year by year. While institutions focus on the physical encounter, the materiality of 

the cinematic experience remains tangible, on the Internet, the totality of films that constitute 

cinema, by 2004 became standardly ‘digital intermediates’ driven by software, manipulated 

by users and shared on social networks as memory fragments. 

Cinema as multiplied memory makes reference to these various physical or virtual 

spaces within our cultural medium so that it is brought back from the past into the present. 
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2. Black Box in the White Cube 

 

 

‘Walter Benjamin described the manner in which technologies 

become uniquely visible in their birth and obsolescence—the way 

in which a technology’s obsolescence can trigger remembrance of 

the utopian aspirations of its birth.’2 

 

Alfred Hitchcock was the first mainstream director who in  in 2000/2001 

‘entered’ in the Museum with an exhibition devoted to him ‘‘Hitchcock et l’ Art: 

Coincidences fatales’’ in Montreal and at the Centre Pompidou Paris, along with 

Stanley Kubrick in Frankfurt in 2004 (and subsequently touring Berlin, Melbourne, 

Zurich and Rome): photos both personal and from studio locations, film fragments, 

home movies, cameras, special effects devices, props from the sets, scripts, letters, 

director’s sketches, drafts, as well as documentation of all the many unfinished and 

abandoned projects.3 Thomas Elsaesser puts up this topic about the masters and their 

canonical masterpieces entering the museum after 1 year of Ingmar Bergman’s death, 

questioning the new standard of presenting the work of a film director in the museum. 

When there is no turning back from cinema’s digital turn, the museum, the art 

gallery—and by extension, the art world—has become a place to stage the cinematic 

obsolescence experience, to create its memorial and remembrance at the same time. 

Elsaesser plays with the notions ‘film auteur as museum artist’, ‘the film historian as 

curator’, filmmakers-turned-installation-artists and artists-turned-filmmakers which 

arise from this newly context of Cinema’s digital disruption, at this moment of media 

and technological change when Cinema’s identity, both as a distinct medium and a 

cultural formation, is constantly being redefined. Under the protective custody of the 

museum, Cinema becomes the object of the retrospective art historical consciousness: 

“We can begin to study them afresh, with the eyes of art historians or ‘‘image-

anthropologists’’. The process of the musealization of Cinema has the potential to 

reflect upon, and to encourage reflection in audiences: ‘The cinema, finally come of 

age as the art form of the 20th century, has earned the right to enter into the traditional 

temple of the arts.’4  
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Between the Black Box and the White Cube by Andrew V. Uroskie sets out to 

recover “a forgotten conceptual framework of site and situation to the story of the 

emergence of the moving image in contemporary art.”5 The title refers to the contested 

models of spectatorship that are outlined as the theatrical model of the cinema that is 

the black box, and the white cube of the art gallery: “These two cultural sites—art 

gallery and cinema theater—have long been conceptualized in diametric opposition. 

Within the gallery’s brightly illuminated container, the aesthetic spectator navigates a 

physical encounter with the space of the object-cum-installation in a temporality of her 

choosing. The cinema’s black box, by contrast, intentionally negates both bodily 

mobility6 and environmental perception so as to transport the viewer away from her 

present time and local space, into the narrative space of the cinematic world on 

screen.”7 

Uroskie reveals for us the historical antecedent to the current ‘trend’ of cinema 

in the gallery and the aesthetic and conceptual issues it implied to better allow us to 

critically engage the proliferation and the transformation of the moving image across 

the diversity of contemporary art practice: artists in the 1960s intended to alert the 

public to the ideological workings of cinematic spectacle via a show of its material. 

This process was also thinking about how the temporality and kinetics of the moving 

image might be introduced into dialogue with modernist painting and sculpture. They 

divorced the idea of cinema from the historical contingency of the movie hall as an 

exhibitionary model creating a new and provocative condition of ‘homelessness’ for 

the moving image within the institutions and discourses of contemporary art which 

would disrupt the established traditions of exhibition and spectatorship therein, 

ultimately contributing to a wide-ranging transformation of the idea of the gallery as 

such over the course of the 1960s.8 “By the end of 1966 the postwar expanded cinema 

had served to deracinate the moving image for a whole generation of contemporary 

artists. Far from being confined to the movie theater, it was now showing up in art 

galleries and concert halls, theatrical performances and dance exhibitions.”9 

What Uroskie tried to demonstrate at the origins of practices and strategies of 

expanded cinema in post war moving image strategies, was the heterogeneity of 

cinema: “its complex of mechanical, chemical, optical, cognitive, affective, and 

mnemonic processes that the artists and theorists of the mid-1960s expanded cinema 

had already sought to reveal.”10 This is important to us to see that Cinema’s 

heterogeneity is not disrupted directly by video, then the digital but also by Cinema 
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itself- “foreground what had already been inherent in film—its fundamental instability 

as a medium and the challenge its constitutive heterogeneity held for the modernist 

conception of medium-specificity as such.”11 

Much later on, the occasion of cinema’s 100th birthday in 1995 promoted 

concerted attention on the medium. At this time- as Laura Mulvey has recently argued 

in Death 24X A Second- “Cinema come to be a memorial to those who personified its 

modernity, its glamour, its triumph as both a popular form and an art form. The 

institutions of its maturity had, sometime before the centenary, grown old as its stars, 

directors and production systems retired, declined and died.”12 

This is where the ambivalent exhibitionary situation of contemporary moving-

image art practice comes today: since the turn of the millennium, the moving image 

has reemerged within the contemporary art world with such overwhelming force and 

speed that it threatens to overcome the very strangeness of the questions it reignites- 

“To see the star on the screen in the retrospectives that follow his or her death is also 

to see the cinema’s uncertain relation to life and death. Just as the cinema animates it’s 

still frames, so it brings back to life, in perfect fossil form, anyone it has ever recorded, 

from great star to fleeting extra.”13 Or as Uroskie further puts it “these two institutions, 

these two models of exhibition and spectatorship, would seem irreconcilable. Yet since 

the 1990s, artists and arts institutions around the world have embraced the idea of 

moving-image installation to such an extent that it has already become the norm rather 

than the exception within contemporary art galleries and museums. How are we to 

understand the hybrid new institutional situation these works have entailed—this 

complex of exhibitionary and spectatorial models adopted from the traditional sites of 

the black box and the white cube today? ”14  

In the twilight of the analogue, and the emergence of the digital, the gesture of 

placing the black box under the reflexivity of the white cube informs Cinema’s past. 

Today the migration from the cinema to the gallery means for the classical cinema 

finding its last refuge within the museum’s walls. The museum as ‘white cube’ rather 

than ‘black box’ also produces another kind of reflexivity: “museum reflexivity 

becomes media archaeology”15:  ‘The cinema is becoming increasingly about what is 

past. It becomes a mausoleum as much as a palace of dreams.’ As time passes, these 

ghosts crowd around the cinema as it its own life lies in question and the years around 

the centenary saw the death of the last great Hollywood stars.’16 Art institutions have 

responded by increasingly accommodating the traditional conditions of cinematic 
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exhibition, creating de facto black boxes that exist uneasily alongside their familiar 

white cubes: ‘The archive and the museum can and must take over from the film studio, 

the distributor and the exhibitor, to save, restore, preserve and valorize: as artworks as 

well as heritage and cultural patrimony. So why not make museums the permanent 

home of cinema?’17 

The museum as a memory transmission institution, embraces artworks which 

engage with cinema’s materiality and historicity: artists and filmmakers have a 

renewed interest not only in the personalities (Hitchcock, Kubrick, Bergman, etc.), but 

the celluloid, the cinematic devices (projector, screen, etc.) and the phenomenology of 

film viewing in theatrical setting are topics debated through different artworks year by 

year.  

Through the use of analogue technologies, artists are re-thinking the very idea of 

cinema and re-imagining its possibilities within a digital future. In the process, the 

cinematic becomes more than just a quality to contemplate or memorize, but “a kind 

of actor” which is made to perform its own obsolescence.18 Paradoxically then, 

obsolescence enacts not “the fossilization of cinema but its plasticity; not its death but 

its continuation”, as that which is cinematic ultimately transcends its material and 

technological origins.19  

 

2.1. The phenomenology of film viewing in theatrical setting 

 

In this sense the museum works as a site to create a tangible link to our 

cinematic past and open a conversation about an ongoing debate: cinema is at the 

center of cultural activity and change and its basic elements. The museum’s role is not 

only to collect, preserve, interpret, and display conserve objects of cultural importance 

but also to foster dialogue, curiosity and self-reflection make them available for public 

viewing through exhibits: The Paradise Institute originally produced for the Canadian 

Pavilion at the Venice Biennale by Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller focus on 

the phenomenology of film viewing in theatrical setting, an experience which today 

could be the best described as: “For the fact of the matter is that going to the cinema 

today means that nothing has changed and that everything has changed.” Within the 

multimedia installation we literally find ourselves in the “doubly enclosed space” of 

the black box of the movie theater in the white cube: during our visit in the exhibition 
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space “we encounter a large, two-level plywood box (Fig.1) complete with stairs and 

doorways leading in and out.”20 “Already within the “white cube” of the gallery”- the 

simple plywood pavilion, which “represents” the cinema theater from the outside looks 

unassuming, a sign that the meaning lies inside the installation. As visitors approach 

and climb a few stairs, they enter a dimly lit interior complete with red carpet and two 

rows of velvet-covered seats. The interior of the installation resembles a mini theater: 

once seated, they peer over the balcony onto a miniature replica of a grand old movie 

theatre created with hyper perspective. Seventeen viewers can be seated for each 13-

minute screening. After having this sensation of entering a cinema, visitors put on the 

headphones provided and the projection begins: “At least two stories run 

simultaneously. There is the “visual film” and its accompanying soundtrack that 

unfolds before the viewers; layered over this is the “aural action” of a supposed 

audience. The film is a mix of genres: it is part noir, part thriller, part sci-fi, and part 

experimental. What is more particular about the installation is the personal binaural 

“surround sound” that every individual in the audience experiences through the 

headphones.21 Within the “doubly enclosed space”, the visitor of the gallery turns into 

a spectator who experiences the two narrative threads- the dark and mysterious 

narrative of the movie which blends with the ‘audio events’ of the supposed audience. 

This state of mind creates the “spectator’s double consciousness”—the simultaneous 

experience of real and recorded sounds, and the spectator’s ability to distinguish 

between them which is fundamental to the experience the work.”22 As the story 

evolves, this two narrative threads break down completely when “a diabolical man 

merely evoked in the narrative seems to become detached from it, crossing over into 

our space on this side of the screen. A sense of vertigo overtakes us as we are 

constantly thrust into new and different locations. The diabolical man, now beside us 

in the audience, laughingly describes our predicament: “You thought you were pretty 

smart—playing both sides. How long did you think it could last?” We hear a crowd of 

people pounding on the plywood theater within which we are seated, demanding that 

we “get out!” As the crowd begins shouting a countdown, we see a burning house on 

the screen before the film abruptly ends, the doors to the outside open up, and we file 

out of the black box for the newly comforting light of the gallery. ”23 Cardiff and Bures 

Miller are immersing viewers in this simulated environment where visitor’s reflect on 

the phenomenology of film viewing in theatrical setting: “we can give ourselves over 

to the spectacle because we are secure in the knowledge that it is a spectacle and that 
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we are situated on the outside of that spectacle, looking in.” All the elements are 

created to draw our attention to the staged character of the illusion: the miniaturized 

diorama (Fig.2), the replica of the grand old movie theatre created with hyper 

perspective engaging the tradition of realistic trompe l’oeil in contrast with the full-

sized chairs, in which the spectator’s sit; the headphones betray the importance of the 

audio and the binaural technology used re-creates the spatial location of the cinema 

theater- “While aurally isolated from the actual people around us, we hear the 

conversations of people who seem to surround us”.24 The audio component is at the 

core of the work forasmuch as guides the two narrative threads and ‘aims to trigger 

emotional and physical reactions, which in turn affect visual perception.’  

Cardiff and Miller have here constructed “an alternate universe, a heterotopia 

in miniature: “The word “paradise” derives from the Old Iranian pari (around) + daiz 

(build), used to designate an artificially constructed enclosure. The work’s title refers 

not merely to an imagined world, but to the specific conditions of imaging and 

imagination made possible by the cinematic enclosure”.25 

Within the six principles of the heterotopias which are in Foucault's essay itself, 

the cinema and the theater is capable of juxtaposing in one real place several different 

spaces, "several sites that are in themselves incompatible" or foreign to one another. 

Using as his model the rectangular stage of the theatre: “onto the rectangle of the stage, 

one after the other, a whole series of places that are foreign to one another; and then 

the rectangular cinematic screen-the cinema is a very odd rectangular room, at the end 

of which, on a two-dimensional screen, one sees the projection of a three-dimensional 

space.”26 

 

2.2 . Apparatus 

 

Matilde Nardelli’s essay, Moving Pictures: Cinema and Its Obsolescence launches 

with a quote from philosopher Régis Debray, who in his 1997 book Transmitting 

Culture, draws a distinction between art and technology through comparison of their 

respective afterlives in the museum. Thus decontextualized, “the art object transmits 

futurity. The once-revolutionary industrial object, however, once it is withdrawn from 

circulation, transmits only pastness.”27 She disagrees and re-addresses Debary’s 

statement: “Despite their emphasis on oldness or decay – or, in fact, by very virtue of 
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this process – these re-enactments ultimately ‘transmit’, to use Debray’s expression, 

not only a less negative picture of cinema’s fate, but a less negative picture of the idea 

of cinema as such: one in which, paradoxically, cinema’s continuation and future are 

articulated precisely through obsolescence and transience.”28 A re-mystification of the 

cinematic apparatus appears when cinema’s ‘original’ materials shown as part and 

parcel of an artwork- cinematic materiality, its machines and mechanics- if not, indeed, 

as the artwork itself. While the works she chooses to analyze are indeed original old 

cinematic machines, in no more than ten years as cinema’s obsolescence evolve 

current artists seem to inverse their gaze and create works which expose the old 

through the new: at this time the machines made to seem old use new contemporary 

materials: Julien Maire builds a stereolithographic projector where instead of film 

images he is using 3D printed Objects.29 The display looks like we have stepped back 

in time, but when you learn of the technology used, you realize that this would not 

have been possible in any decade but the one we currently live in. The title of the work 

Relief (2014)30 refers to the conceptual game around 3D-cinema, what the French used 

to call ‘relief cinema’ (as in ‘bas-relief’). Like so many prototypes from early cinema, 

the piece consists of just a short loop: we see an endless animation titled "Man at 

Work"31(Fig.3) of a man digging in the ground accumulating the earth on a heap: 

substracting and adding, as in new and old fabrication technologies. "Relief" evokes 

materiality, while "3D" is commonly understood as a mathematical and computational 

concept. His works are hybrids of genres and media, exploring the physicalities of the 

moving image.32 Maire is known for his uniquely innovative cinema producing 

methods, which create “films” without the actual “film”.33 

Julian Maire’s installations34 are deeply ambiguous in the sense of double-

awareness that characterizes the spectator’s viewing attitude during the projection of 

even an action movie. The realist conception of film viewing states that the viewer, 

while being immersed in the optical illusion of the film narrative, is also secondarily 

aware of the cinematic situation (screen, projection, projector, etc.). In other words he 

or she does not cease to be conscious of the film apparatus. Maire ‘re-invents’, and not 

only reproduces, the apparatus creating the “phantasmagoria”, i.e.  the illusionary 

effect of film but not to foreground the illusion but to “allegorize the machine” itself. 

His other works reactivate pre-cinematic technology such as magic lantern and camera 

obscura to showcase the developmental history of new media including the projection 

technique of film.  
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Exploded Film by Sandy Claes & Daan Wampers35 uses a technique which 

reminds us of the of pre-cinematic animation devices like the zoetrope and 

phenakistoscope. Exploded Film (Fig.4) returns to these early principles in a new, 

digital way: “In our contemporary visual culture there are a lot of ways to manipulate 

the image; the viewer doubts the authenticity of digital film. That’s why not only the 

resulting film is important; also the production process needs attention. In the 

Exploded film installation the viewer gets insight in the invisible black box of 

filmmaking.”36 The installation consists of a rollercoaster shaped track onto which are 

placed Sequential drawings.  When the camera passes this track up and down is 

moving through the short film sequences producing a ‘live’ animated film in which 

the viewers are part of. They reversed the process of classic animation-filmmaking; 

instead of placing drawings under a fixed camera, they fix the drawings and move the 

camera through it.37 This technique is based on their previous film 'Domino'.38  

This mode of exhibiting cinematic experience carries reference to the very 

beginning of cinema’s birth. Tom Gunning contextualizes cinema’s early reception 

and its exhibition practices: early audiences went to exhibitions ‘to see machines 

demonstrated’ (the newest technological wonder, rather than to view film).39 

Importantly, part of the allure of the cinema of attractions is the very technology of 

display itself and today too, instances of cinema in the gallery seem to display a 

fascination with the apparatus and the spectacle it is able to produce. 

 

2.3. Celluloid 

 

The disappearance of film as a photographic and analogical medium for 

recording moving images is another contemporary debated problem: in its 

obsolescence recent tendencies in art have chosen to emphasize the medium and to 

expose its materiality: FILM40 by Tacita Dean is an installation which was at once 

monumental and a monument to the medium of film. The work commissioned by Tate 

Modern was projected in a continuous loop onto a gigantic white monolith standing 

13-metre-tall at the end of a darkened Turbine Hall. The 11-minute silent 35 mm colour 

and black & white film with hand-tinted sequences, was made using analogue film-

making techniques. The sprocket holes that run vertically along both edges, created by 

masking in-camera, reinforces a sense of the installation’s materiality, heightening our 
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awareness that we are watching a celluloid film- “Film, the material that created the 

existence of cinema, the photochemical analogue film, is our dream and our cultural 

memory on a silver screen.”41 

The vertical film is a portrait of the medium itself: as Tacita Dean says in her 

interview42- the filmstrip as the material support for the image makes make different 

cinema and different art- "Film and digital are different mediums”; they create two 

different support for the image. Every single frame of film is formed by photochemical 

reactions of light upon crystals, every one of 24 frames per second is like a snowflake, 

is grain compositionally unique, it gives depth and darkness and internal movement. 

The celluloid is actually inimitable despite in billion dollar industry invested to copy 

its look, digital is a brilliant semblance, surrogate, a reproduction of the film, but in 

the end is like a fake flower, the copies are near perfect, but it doesn’t t smell and it 

doesn’t transform in unanticipated ways. “43 In relation to her ongoing championing 

of medium specificity, Dean celebrates the masterful techniques of analogue 

filmmaking as opposed to digital: the element of chance in what is being made with 

film, the spontaneity and blindness, emphasize the chance, the accident. Film mistakes 

are beautiful- the over-exposure or the shadow of the under-exposure, the bleaching of 

the frame, a flare and are emphasizing celluloid relationship to alchemy, to magic. A 

randomness that’s part of the medium and part of the process- “the in-between things, 

the things we don’t imagine that just happen: what constitutes its poetic texture: the 

spontaneity, the mistakes, the silence and the blindness (Fig.5). This is where the 

emotion is born.”44 The installation (Fig.6) is made by means of returning back to the 

origins of early cinema using the energy of a new medium-the handmade “antique” 

techniques produce effects of glowing, flickering and shimmering. Dean emphasizes 

the tactile nature of film is, the fact that it must be physically cut and stuck together 

with tape to create edits or run through the camera multiple times to create montages 

and layers.45  

FILM feels like a surreal visual poem, the colors are blinking and flashing 

across dreamlike collages and montages- Dean uses multiple exposures within a single 

film frame to mix time in one frame and is including images from the natural world: 

waterfalls run backwards, a pink flower, a grasshopper and a snail. “In water, Dean 

had found an apt metaphor for film—for its continual but spasmodic movement, its 

translucence, and its ability to capture light.”46  
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Dean wanted her installation “to be spectacular.” To achieve this she saw no 

paradox in the fact that her masks owed their existence to digital technology: in her 

experiment, Dean together with architect Bölling utilized the technology of the 3-D 

printing to create a plastic mask for the aperture gate masking, sprockets and other 

shapes inside the image. Dean’s seventy-eight 3-D masks were made with a digital 

machine.47  “It’s just a tool,” she said.48 

Tacita Dean’s work demonstrates that, in the digital age, there can be a 

distinctly auratic quality about film. FILM invokes uniqueness, originality, 

authenticity, and distance49 that fulfill all of the criteria of Walter Benjamin’s original 

aura in his writing “Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”. Benjamin 

wrote his text comparing painting and photography or theatre and film when the 

history of film had only 4o years. Today, in our present digital age when the history of 

film is 120 year-long, authors like D. N. Rodowick, Peter Geimer, Grant Wythoff, 

Robert Kaufman50, Bolter, etc. are taking the notions of aura and further examine the 

context in which film can begin to take on an auratic quality in relation to digital and 

video. The aura of Benjamin’s age of mechanical reproduction has clearly undergone 

a transition in the age of digital reproduction: “What Benjamin identified was not the 

end of aura, but rather an ongoing crisis, in which the experience of aura is alternately 

called into question and reaffirmed” points out Bolter in a conclusive statement.51 In 

this case D. N. Rodowick points out: “...photography and 35mm film are finding new 

forms of life in the art gallery and museum. There is a lesson here for the virtual life 

of film. As celluloid disappears from contemporary theatrical cinema, it reemerges in 

new forms in the return to 35mm filming in certain kinds of art practices, and in the 

persistence of experimental filmmaking devoted to both 16mm and super-8 formats. 

Silver is becoming perceptually scarce, and 35mm film may be becoming an artisanal 

medium. Fabricated from a precious metal and installed in galleries and museums, 

where they are meant to be viewed in unique situations as autonomous artworks, films 

are regaining a sense of aura, and, finally, film is becoming Art. ”52 

 Peter Geimer writes in terms of comparison with Beat Wyss formulation regarding 

the “information age of the traceless, digital sign”: “And yet something has happened 

that Walter Benjamin could never even have dreamed of. Photography and film have 

become auratic in their claim to be a vera icon of the real”.53 Grant Wythoff empathizes 

the sense of historicity of the material quality of film, in relation to the work of art in 

the age of digital reproduction: what Benjamin variously calls its “authenticity,” 
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“historical testimony,” “the mark of history,” all of which must be encountered in the 

presence of “the here and now of the work of art—its unique existence in a particular 

place”. Ultimately then, the cinematic works placed in the white cube in relation to 

digital and video, film has come to signify a certain authenticity along the historicity 

and reintroduce the concept of medium in an age of post-media aesthetic by exposing 

their historicity, distance, and irreproducibility and the traces of production inherent 

in each medium thereby invoking, that re-imagine the Benjaminian ‘aura’ in the work 

of art in an age of post-media aesthetics. 

 

2.4. Black and White 

 

 “Traveling from the Silver Age of film, through the 

Iron Age of video tape, we have now fully arrived in 

the Silicon Age of computers.”54 

 

The threat of the “disappearance” of celluloid doesn’t mean only the decay of 

a material format, but also the decline of an entire film tradition and culture. Indeed, 

the loss of film format has been imagined more rhetorically as a metaphoric crisis of 

filmmakers own cinematic mortalities: Peter Kubelka, for instance, has commented 

that he will die with film, rather than “go digital”. While in 1960 explored the 

possibilities of the flicker film in his work called ARNULF RAINER in which he 

reduced cinema to its simplest form of expression: light and darkness, silence and 

sound (Fig.7); today he creates a new work as a testament to the entire medium: 50 

years later when cinema is undergoing fundamental changes Kubelka combines 

ARNULF RAINER with ANTIPHON which is the reverse of the earlier experiment 

to create his MONUMENT FILM.55 Even if for Kubelka reducing cinema to its 

simplest form of expression meant a statement of his own definition of cinema, the 

black and white celluloid frames can reveal for the next era: the uninterrupted flow of 

images of shadows and light in the installation "Continuization Loop" by Wim 

Janssen, combines and imitates visual elements from three generations of visual media: 

the material aspect of film, the empty signal of video and the binary logic of digital. 

But at the same time the most important attributes of these media are absent: there is 

no construction of an illusory filmspace, there is no real video image and there are no 
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computers involved.56 The exchange between the photographic, the cinematic, and the 

electronic in contemporary art marks the transition between the disappearance of film, 

and the rebirth of cinema in the form of programmable algorithms: “Cinema Gives 

Birth to a Computer” and “Cinema becomes a slave to the computer”, are titles through 

which Lev Manovich defines these moments as being a synthesis of the two histories:57 

‘Zuse's film with its strange superimposition of the binary over iconic anticipates the 

process which gets underway half a century later: the convergence of all media58, 

including film, to digital code. Cinema and computer - the Jacquard loom and the 

Analytical Engine - merge into one.’ The translation, which is taking place today, of 

all existing media into numerical data accessible for the computers. Pioneer in 

expressing the profound reflexivity and medium specificity of data and software is the 

visual artist Ryoji Ikeda59whose test pattern60 intense flickering black and white 

imagery (Fig.8), which floats and convulses in darkness to a stark and powerful, highly 

synchronized soundtrack represents the flicker made by the digital.61 

The consequence of the dialectic between the old and the new technologies is 

two-fold. On the one hand it reactivates and reinstates old apparatuses; on the other 

hand it allows the new to be thought of in terms of the old by highlighting continuities 

between the two phases of the history of moving image technology, and accentuating 

memory (reference to the past) and movement (reference to the future). These 

continuities, in turn, transcend the transience and obsolescence62 of both physical and 

digital, ensuring the continuation of the cinematic despite the ongoing decay and 

disappearance of its (once) current apparatus.63 

Film survives only in galleries and museums where the physical encounter 

becomes so critical. While institutions focus on the physical encounter, “the 

materiality of the cinematic experience remains tangible.”64 The decision to work in 

an old medium presupposes the artists´ self-consciousness of the medium and their 

self-avowed intent to do so. The continual transformation among the mediums 

discussed above reveals the consciousness with which moving image makers turn back 

to an old(er) medium, especially when faced with the power of new(er) media enter 

and the zones of production and creation which once belonged to the old: “For this is 

an artistic phenomenon aware of its own historicity and transience – aware, in short, 

of its own location in time.”65 
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3. BLACK BOX ON WWW 

 

The cinema was made for the people, and belongs to the people66 

 

Moving images of the 1oo years of cinema, the totality of films that constitute 

cinema, by 2004 became standardly ‘digital intermediates’67 available on the Internet. 

This new availability of old cinema through new technology, the looking back into the 

cinema’s history ‘out of passing time and refracted through new technology’68 

attempts to activate the creative potential in moving images  and the way ‘ they can be 

remixed in acts of memory or participation.’69 Since the apparition of new 

technological developments spectators have radically changed the way they 

experience film: VHS, VCR, zapping, computers, posters, trailers, memorabilia and 

television70, among other, have created and continue creating new kinds of spectators. 

‘The manipulation that new technologies are making possible for the spectator when 

watching a movie can produce a similar experience of reflexivity like placing the 

cinema object among the white walls of the museum. As Mulvey reminds it in her 

Death 24x a second: ‘Bellour makes the crucial point that a moment of stillness within 

the moving image and its narrative creates a ‘pensive spectator’ who can reflect ‘on 

the cinema’.’71 It seems to me that that idea of a pensive spectator anticipated the kind 

of thoughtful reflection on the film image that has now become possible when we can 

see into screen images, shift them, stretch them, delay them to reflect on different 

dimensions of temporality. 

 

3.1. Meta-cinema 

 

The term “meta-cinema” is often used to describe the cinematic work of 

contemporary visual artists72 such as Douglas Gordon, Stan Douglas, Pipilotti Rist, 

Pierre Huyghe and Sam Taylor-Wood as Brett Kashmere explains it in his writing 

about Richard Kerr: the film scholar and historian Thomas Elsaesser also describes 

meta-cinema as “a cinema that sits on top of the cinema ‘as we know it’, and at the 

same time is underpinned by the cinema ‘as we have known it.’” Just as Psycho, in 

1960, marked a final staging post in the history of the studio system as the basis for 

the Hollywood film industry, 24-Hour Psycho, like an elegy, marks a point of no return 
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for the cinema itself. 24-Hour Psycho may represent an elegiac moment for the cinema, 

but it also marks a new dawn, the beginning of an ‘expanded cinema’, which will grow 

in possibility as electronic technologies are overtaken by digital ones.”73 How do we 

construct and mediate the past and memory of cinema in the digital space? What is the 

difference between earlier meta-cinematic works and todays digital intermediates 

available on the Internet? 

If Gordon’s Psycho anticipated or ‘mediated’ in advance the VHS technology, 

today’s aesthetics fully belong to the software age74: Psycho Studio75by Brendan 

Dawes is a little app programmed in Flash 4 which allows internet users to edit the 

shower scene from Hitchcock's classic film Psycho and to save it into a gallery (Fig.9). 

After Psycho the artist created “a tool” to explore the director’s movies: Hitchcock 

Filmography creates a timeline of Alfred Hitchcock's movies using birds on a telegraph 

wire as a metaphor. Decades and key actors can be filtered, making the irrelevant birds 

fly away, whilst scrubbing the date marks reveal the dates being pecked into the 

canvas. Old film can be seen with new eyes; digital technology brings it new life and 

new directions reposting, reproducing, quoting in order to memorialize, preserve or 

rescue: similar project such- as Star Wars76 by Michelle Devereaux who created a 

highly detailed graphic showing how almost every single element of the production of 

Star Wars, from its technical advances, story points and even alumni, affected the 

world after it. So while we all know that Star Wars was influential, now we can trace 

those influences step by step. Similarly with Rocky Morphology 77by Fathom 

who analyzes the Rocky series (Fig.10) in order to identify its key narrative elements. 

By reducing each Rocky film to its most basic components, it was possible to visualize 

the narrative elements that string the entire series together.  

With digital technology arrive new possibilities for close analysis, quotation, 

juxtaposition and live, or time-based, experiential forms of comparison. The “new” 

partakes of the “old” through digital integration by means of which movies of the 

twentieth century cinema are accessed through digital media and online networks: The 

Pirate Cinema78by Nicolas Maigret proposes a way of perceiving the film as a digital 

stream spread worldwide by accessing it through torrent. The Peer-to-Peer Sharing 

protocol which is based on small samples file fragmentation constitutes an exchange 

unit or chunk. From a cinematic perspective, such a prior cutting of the media is also 

a way of cutting the film material and the narration. These "broadcasting mechanics" 

have the potential of a recombinant cinema - random collages – to weave different 
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films by interlacing them frame by frame. ‘Rewriting the literary past in the digital 

environment requires deconstruction of the traditional linear image of the past (1) in 

order to show smaller units, such as events, objects, persons, texts and others; (2) by 

using these units, representation the past in a new way, integrating the possibilities 

offered by special software and/or a hypertext; (3) integrating of large digital 

collections made at memory institutions.’79  

 

3.2. Computational remix 

 

Movies which are re-cycled by means of new media’s technology: sensors, 

software, database, internet (torrent, social networks, digital archive, etc.) are thus 

deconstructed by our will to control information80. Each time the fragmentation is 

different and it is determined by the type of operation used to manipulate81 the 

complexities and multi-dimensions of movie data: some are transformed through the 

computational remix82 -Biermann embraces digital technology's "capacity to alter, 

mask, fragment, re-mix, super-impose, mutate, reflect, transmit and reframe". With 

"The Hills Are Alive" Biermann takes an iconic scene from the 1965 Hollywood 

musical and reveals another take on the tenderness of the Rodgers and Hammerstein 

song, deconstructing it down to its smallest components, repeating its moments and 

reinscribing its music into something completely different.  

Collage, compilation, assemblage, mashup, recut films and videoclips 

montaged from movies are ubiquitous on YouTube or Vimeo. Hitler Rants Parodies83 

are one of the most famous remixes: as users take the same clip to create different 

meanings Hitler gets banned from Xbox Live, gets scammed on eBay and banned 

From PlayStation Network; wants a PS3 for Christmas but gets a Wii instead; finds 

out Pokemon isn't real; gets deleted from Facebook, Loses His Ipod Touch and his 

internet connection too. Jaimie Baron defines the clips “innapropiate”: since it is 

difficult to theorize the contemporary appropriation practices, these clips reveal the 

awareness fundamental to appropriation art in that a recorded image can serve multiple 

ends, generate originally unintended associations, and take on perverse or 

contradictory connotations and focus also on the viewer’s awareness that the footage 

came from another (and primary) context of use.  
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The ultimate progress in this domain is the re-synthetisation of the already synthetized 

YouTube clips: Smash Up, by Parag Kumar Mital is a new kind of remix/mosaicking 

process which learns tiny perceptual fragments of audio and video using a 

computational model of audiovisual perception. Eduardo Navas84 also provides remix 

analyses such as sliced visualization of videos montage, image plot visualizations 

proving that movie fragments used creatively by users can be used also as data.85 

 

3.3. Film data 

 

Artists are challenged to develop a creative way of illustrating the dataset 

through making the data interactive or productive Organized by Abandon Normal 

Devices in partnership with Film Hub NWC #filmdatahack embraces and exploits how 

audiences are changing the way they view, access and navigate cinema by using data 

to get more out of cinema, exploring how film data can be used to inform, open and 

develop our love of cinema. Artists are creating new tools, applications and creative 

visualizations for film lovers and cinema goers: weather they are using Google Map 

to pin the 100 Years of Set Locations86 or Movie Landmark Signs across the UK87, the 

focus for the viewer’s attention remains open:  facial recognition or eye trackers88 

built into the video player detects and prevents screen sleeping by making noises when 

the spectator yawns. Enriched Attention Film Environment89 by Dave Mee and Tim 

Brunsden passively gathers viewing data from those watching films can re-calibrate 

their attention by putting the volume up or speeding the movie. At this time Benjamin 

Grosser shows what a computational system sees when it watches the same films that 

we do: Computers Watching Movies90 was computationally produced using computer 

vision algorithms and artificial intelligence. Viewers are provoked to ask how 

computer vision differs from their own human vision, and what that difference reveals 

about our culturally-developed ways of looking (Fig.11). Will a system without our 

sense of narrative or historical patterns of vision watch the same things?91 

 

3.4. Statistical analysis 

 

Other projects focus on the statistical analysis of quantifiable data descriptive 

of the structure of film: Cinema Redux 92by Brendan Dawes distills a whole film down 
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to 1 single image (Fig.12). Snapshots are taken from a movie at 1-second intervals & 

stitched together as 8x6 pixel frames into 1 single image while Frederic Brodbeck's 

Cinemetrics93 extracts information such as the editing structure, color, speech or 

motion and transforms into graphic representations creating a visual “fingerprint” for 

them (Fig.13). Then CineMetrics by Yuri Tsivian,  Gunars Civjans, makes it possible 

to take shot lengths in real viewing time.94 Other softwares compress the film frames 

achieving a colorful print (Fig.14) of the movie: Western roundup95(Fig.15) or Movie 

bar code96by Kevin L. Ferguson are two examples where the movies get closely related 

to painting as the whole movie is reduced to a static colorful image. 

 

3.5. 3D 

  

Film frame motion analysis97 by Martin Hilpoltsteiner includes motion analysis 

for film sequences and by extracting and arranging them behind each other and the 

sound volume is mapped to a frame's width & height, or the frame frequency is 

translated as rotation (Fig.16). The frames create a three dimensional space. Oculus 

Rift as a modern stereo graphic display is used for digital time travels: Recollections98 

is an experiment to transform 100 year old stereograms into modern computer 

algorithms, and then recreate the 3D models of the subject of those photographs. 

Motion structures99 transforms movies from a 2D image sequence to a 3D shape are 

done automatically by custom software (Fig.17). The project researches the artistic 

possibilities of 3D computer generated forms, and also offer a novel way to visualize 

moving image sequences. The outcome of the process is 3D digital objects which can 

be represented as images and also as 3D printed forms, which the artists called 'motion 

object'. Viewing data as object100becomes a standard. The decomposition of narrative 

films through intense space-time compression, values of instantaneity and 

simultaneity, creates an emphasis on “real-time” and immediacy of action. 

 

3.6. Micronarratives 

 

Characteristics of non-linear narrative, including the use of looping, real-time 

temporality, simultaneity, multiplicity, persistence create what Henry Jenkins terms as 

"micronarratives": The Infinite Trailer101 is a never ending action drumroll, powered 
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by a program which automatically creates clips looping randomly and forever from 

trailers by detecting the fade-to-black transitions. Algorithmic search for love102 

unfurls for the viewer new possibilities for fragmented narratives enabled by a new 

type of search engine where viewers enter text to search in all video sequences 

extracted from films in which those words are uttered. By broadcasting them end to 

end in real time on the screen, a new audiovisual story emerges for the viewer. In 

Cinematic Particles103 by Eva Schindling subtitles and spoken dialog produce 

visualizations that consist mostly of black ink blobs that grow together. As the particles 

are constantly reset with new parameters movies that show long silent pauses between 

scenes gives particles more time to produce long lines and curves. By altering the 

replay speed of the movie, size and dynamic of the emerging drawings can be 

controlled. (Fig.18) 

 

3.7. Visualization 

 

As the Net Gen is more comfortable in image-rich environments than with 

text104 designers, and computer scientists are using data to help us understand more 

about ourselves and our surroundings, mainly through visualization. 

Culturegraphy105 developed by Kim Albrecht reveals represent complex relationships 

of over 100 years of movie references (Fig.19). The color gradients from blue to red 

that originate in the1980s denote the era of postmodern cinema, the era in which 

movies tend to adapt and combine references from other movies. NetFlix Similarity 

Map visualizations created by Christopher Hefele depicts the similarities between 

5,000 movies as found by an algorithm used for the Netflix Prize. Movies are 

represented by dots with adjacent titles. Movie Galaxy106 (Fig.20) provides a novel 

way of visualizing the narrative structure of the movie through its characters' social 

network.107 Graph Alchemist108 is a site that lets one easily visualizes networks of 

movies, actors, and directors. Orange circles are films, blue are people. Patterns in 

Oscars movies109 by Wesley Grubbs and Nick Yahnke demonstrate the relationship 

between Oscar-winning Directors to Oscar-winning actors.  

 

3.8. Cultural analytics 
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Lev Manovich writes about this explosive growth of newly available cultural 

content on the web, and calls this paradigm of researching upon massive amount of 

information of cultural artifacts, dynamics and flows Cultural Analytics: all Cultural 

Analytics are computer-based quantitative analysis and interactive visualization of 

large data sets and data flows. They employ statistical data analysis, data mining, 

information visualization, scientific visualization, visual analytics, simulation and 

other computer-based techniques as we have seen in all examples mentioned above 

where artists and researchers have started systematically applying these techniques to 

the analysis of contemporary cultural data of many thousands of movies. 

 

3.9. Database 

  

Participants also access the narrative content through the database logic: "Lev 

Manovich describes the database as "a new way to structure our experience of 

ourselves and our world," and therefore as the contemporary counterpart to 

the traditional form of narration. Manovich points out Dziga Vertov who achieved a 

successful merging between database and narrative into a new form. Dziga Vertov can 

be seen as an even earlier database filmmaker. Manovich cites Vertovs Man with a 

Movie Camera as the most important example of database imagination in modern 

media art. The film has three levels: Cameraman filming the shots, audience watching 

the finished film and shots from street life in Russian cities edited in chronological 

order of that particular day. While the last level can be seen as text or ‘the story’, the 

other two can be seen as meta-texts. To quote further Manovich: The database became 

an expression of the variability of new media: entries can be modified, added and 

deleted without consequences for the entity of the database; the user is granted random 

access to different kinds of multimedia objects. In the simplest case this may be by 

engaging in the linearity of a movie by jumping to different positions." Today everyone 

can interpret Vertov and is invited to upload footage to become part of this database: 

after visualizing Vertov,110 Perry Bard takes Man with a Movie Camera, dissects it into 

sequence clips and makes it available through a website inviting users to the Global 

Remake111of Dziga Vertov’s movie. Everyday a new version of the movie is built. On 

the left is Vertov’s original. On the right is a shot uploaded from a participant. The 

uploaded shots are rotated each day if there is more than one. So the built movie may 
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never be quite the same. The project shows an example of how digital platforms 

provide global accessibility in the way we connect, make meaning, experience and 

communicate. The past and present is shown side by side: Vertov’s footage illustrates 

the industrial landscape of the 20’s and the uploaded sequences translate the world 

today. Similarly Jennifer Proctor112 remakes Bruce Conner’s seminal 1958 found 

footage film A Movie113 using appropriated material from YouTube and LiveLeak. As 

a remake, the video provides a parallel narrative that explores the changes in historical 

and visual icons from 1958 to 2010 – and those images that remain surprisingly, and 

delightfully, the same. The work also comments on the pervasiveness of footage 

available for appropriation in an online world, and the way disparate threads in the 

YouTube and LiveLeak databases can be assembled to create “a movie.”  

 

3.10. Personal history mixed with recollections from films 

 

Cultural and individual memory are constantly produced through, and 

mediated by, these new technologies of memory: with the rise of social media the 

personal attachment and ownership of movie memories created in spectators become 

visible: users have an active participation in the creation of memories and making them 

shareable. Networks provide the framework and unprecedented resources for the 

construction of individual and collective memories: in the supposedly “open” society 

where an interaction between large audiences occur the process of tagging, naming, 

collecting and organizing movie fragments becomes at the same time an act of making 

memory and remembering. Through the World Wide Web Facebook has grown to be 

the new town-hall meeting for the global village offers unlimited access for sharing: 

posted as the ‘mood of the day’, as profile or cover photo or simply in the photo albums 

movie fragments are mixed with personal photos: in Victor Burgin’s book The 

Remembered Film we can read an interesting sociological study conducted during ten 

years from 1977 to 1987, when more than 400 recorded interviews were made with 

residents of the Marseille/Aix-en-Provence area. Subjects were asked to describe their 

personal memories of the years 1930 to 1945. As Burgin further write ‘they found an 

almost universal tendency for personal history to be mixed with recollections of scenes 

from films and other media productions’. “I saw at the cinema” would become simply 

“I saw”.114 Burgin develops the notion of a memory image in which moments of 
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saturated intensity co-exist with temporal flow.115 He calls this the sequence-image, 

similar to Walter Benjamin’s dialectical image in which the past and the now flash into 

a constellation which disrupts temporal continuity, it condenses different times and 

places as well as different kind of memories-film memories become entangled with 

autobiographical memories.  

 

3.11. Movies as prosthetic memories 

 

Alison Landsberg examines how films create and instill memories in their 

audiences arguing that memories especially those afforded by the cinema, "become 

part of one's personal archive of experience." Film makes it possible for the audience 

to acquire new memories116 and Landsberg theorizes this ‘privately felt public 

memories’ as ‘prosthetic memories’. 

For a generation whose actual memories are strange combination of film and 

media fragments social networks provide unprecedented resources and support for 

emotional needs fostering dialogical relationship. These personal memories are 

valuable insights into how members of the public provide deep and affective responses 

to media as heritage. The memories shared by users sometimes include short narratives 

in which they expound on their lived or mnemonic experience(s) related to the 

movie(s) related in different groups117. Pages such as Noir Nostalgia118, 

35 Millimeter - Das Retro Filmmagazin,119 Memories of yesterday120, Watched last 

night121 explore what our experience of cinema could be in the age of social media and 

immediate audience feedback. Guess the film122fosters remembering old movies and 

follows the mechanism through which Facebook functions also as a film 

recommendation engine.123 (Fig.21) 

Computer’s takeover of culture provides and creates endless immersive 

experiential, interactive spaces of sorting, searching and filtering cinematic memories 

through accumulated information. This kind of treatment of the past as an extended 

present could be realized just in the digital environment of new media:  Marshall 

McLuhan defined the electronic media as the extension of our nervous system124 and 

Vilém Flusser sees “Electronic memories as simulations of the memory functions of 

the brain” 125 turning the Internet into a "memory machine" similar to Vannevar Bush's 

memex, a device which can closely mimic the associative processes of the human 
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mind, but it would be gifted with permanent recollection. Remembering the past, 

experiencing the present and imagining the future all meld to become part of a 

seemingly equivalent imagery in digital space.126 
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4. Artistic statement: Memory reel  

 

 “...the archive not only preserves the past or takes action against 

contemporary forms of amnesia, but it is a place where the suture 

between past and present is located in an indeterminate zone 

between the document and the monument” 127 

 

4.1. Archival Art 

 

MEMORY REEL is inscribed within the category of archival art128 and uses 

material from an abandoned archive which contains almost the entire range of films 

traded in Romania’s cinemas between 1964 and 2005. The abandoned celluloid is part 

of the work and also makes the work: wrapped around as a “memory-reel” and 

illuminated from below the circularly patterned memory layers become visible. The 

looped videos featuring interviews accompanies the memory-sculpture to re-create and 

rethink the meaning and loss of identity, history, memory, of the abandoned Archive 

and Cinema; and also investigates the impact of this process and the role of the artist 

who becomes more and more a filter, a collector, an archivist, a post-producer of 

already existent cultural material.129 As archival art pays homage to a historical figure 

in the form of a monument, or by using the figure's life and or work as an organizing 

theme,130 I will be using film stills, photographs, and other recollections, to re-create 

a rich history culled from the real life and stories of the women who worked there131 

from the early days132 of the Archive. Through her character, I’ll begin a conversation 

about the issues that risk being forgotten. Archival art133 uses public or private 

collections or found materials to create new public archives, placing the information 

within a new context to be interpreted by the viewer: The rapid emergence of digital 

media makes possible and necessary a new form of public cultural memory: the 

proposed long-term intermedia project is devoted to forge establish a creative 

framework that reanimates the past and creates access to cinematic memories. This 

importantly includes the bridging of the personal and the collective. My interest lies in 

constructing/developing a creative attitude toward the past that challenges/invites the 

audience to think of cinema in ways never tried before, to adopt a critical approach, to 
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reflect upon the medium itself and the cultural formation of cinema; and also to seek 

further knowledge and understanding.  

 

4.2. The (An)Archival Impulse 

 

The art historian Hal Foster's 2004 essay "The Archival Impulse"134 defined 

archival art as a genre that “makes” historical information, often lost or displaced, 

physically present. To this end archival artists elaborate on the found image, object, 

and favor the installation format.” Foster also suggested that “this impulse”135 could 

perhaps be more accurately described as anarchival, speculating on the complicated 

and dynamic relationships between remembering and forgetting, keeping and 

discarding, preserving and destroying.136 Anarchival is just another face of the 

archival: forgetting is a function integral to memory as it is remembering. Anna Maria 

Guasch137 established two large “machines” of the archive: one that emphasizes the 

principle of nomos (or law) and the topographical order, and second, that accentuates 

the contradictory actions of storing and saving and, simultaneously, forgetting and 

destroying traces of the past, a drive that informs an anomic principle. MEMORY 

REEL is inscribed in the second. The Machines could also be studied in relation to the 

archive physical nature. The archive based on the object culture and the logic of 

material memory systems and the archive-based in virtual information that reflects a 

rationality which is flexible and non-stable, not ordered linearly and independently of 

any hierarchy.138 

 

4.3. Digital Archive: Creative Archive; Dynarchive, Megarchive 

 

“The contemporary debate about archive is accentuated by the digital turn and 

the impact of new technologies of storage on the conceptual and empirical aspects of 

archival collections. Wolfgang Ernst coins the term dynarchive to denote the condition 

of permanent change, constant update and migration of contents in digital migration. 

As Foster notes in his essay, the Internet has normalized the collecting and compiling 

of information to the point where information itself can be viewed as a found 

object.  Foster’s happiest intuition was to realize that the ideal of the archive would be 

the Internet “megarchive” and the rhetoric of “interactivity”, pointing out how some 
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of the most recurrent terms in the recent contemporary art, such as platforms evoke the 

“networks” of electronic archives.139 

Derrida advances one of his most brilliant insights, which helps us in 

concluding our discussion: the immaterial condition of the archive that connects the 

psychoanalysis of Freud with the archive on the Internet. The online digital archive is 

characterized by a continuous flow of data (the equivalent of “impressions” in 

Freudian psychoanalysis), without geography and without time restrictions, with the 

subsequent reevaluation of the notion of storage, classification and retrieval of 

information as navigation and the hyperlinks that connect the pieces of information. 

The desire to create these connections comes from a cultural-memory that already 

appears disordered and disconnected, a way “to recoup failed visions in art, 

philosophy, and everyday life into possible scenarios of alternative kinds of social 

relations, to transform the no-place of the archive into the no-place of a utopia”. 

In recent years, the significance of the archive as a central means through which 

history is collected, housed, presented, and interpreted, and in turn, artists have 

appropriated the archive into their postmodern explorations of culture’s past, present, 

and future140. The archive acts, then, as a site in which creative productivity occurs in 

conjunction with dissemination, indexicality and fragmentation.”141 
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emulsion versus pixels, or light versus electronics but something deeper – something to do with poetry.” 

44 Save Film, Cinema as Language, http://www.savefilm.org/frontpage/tacita-dean-save-this-language/  

45 Tacita Dean: “Working alone on a cutting table over many weeks, I cut my film out of the rush print. 

Using tape, I stick the shots together, working as both artist and artisan. It is the heart of my process, 

and the way I form the film is intrinsically bound up with these solitary hours of watching, spooling and 

splicing.” 

46 Emily Eakin, http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/31/celluloid-hero  

47 Tacita Dean: “Despite of digital’s immediacy; celluloid is mysterious- after the shooting 

you cannot watch back the material, a certain time passes by until the film is processed in the 

laboratory, while the digital image is immediate- “With film, you become more aware of what 

you are shooting - due to its very nature you are limited, you can’t go on shooting indefinitely 

as you can with digital - you inevitably become more aware of the film that you are making during 

the filming process, which would be a shame to lose…” 

48 Tacita Dean, Celluloid hero, http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/31/celluloid-hero  
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49 Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, p.223: “We define the 

aura of the latter as the unique phenomenon of a distance, however close it may be.” 

50 Robert Kaufman, Aura, Still, p.46 (Benjamin’s original romanticization of painting and stage plays 

in the face of photography and film)  

51 Bolter, Jay et al., New Media and the Permanent Crisis of Aura; Convergence: the International 

Journal of Research Into New Media Technologies, p. 21. 

52 D.N. Rodowick, The Virtual Life of Film, p. 158. 

53 Peter Geimer, Image as Trace: Speculations about an Undead Paradigm, p. 9. 

54 D.N. Rodowick, The Virtual Life of Film, p.133. 

55 Peter Kubelka, Monument Film, https://vimeo.com/114682681  

56 Wim Janssen, Continuization Loop, https://vimeo.com/22082408  

57 New Media is imagined to be born from a cinematic metaphor, Lev Manovich, 

http://www.egs.edu/faculty/lev-manovich/articles/cinema-and-digital-media/  

58 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide: 

http://henryjenkins.org/?s=convergence  

59 Ryoji Ikeda,  http://www.ryojiikeda.com/project/testpattern/  

60 Test pattern is a system that converts any type of data (text, sounds, photos and movies) into barcode 

patterns and binary patterns of 0s and 1s. 

61 Ryoji Ikeda, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3J4d4RbeWc&feature=related  

62 A medium’s own obsolescence, Rosalind Krauss asserts, offers these artists the opportunity for 

‘reinventing the medium’ by hinting at how they fabricate their expressive means, therefore 

demonstrating that the medium enters into ‘a new relation to aesthetic production that can 

be both projective and mnemonic’.62 Rosalind Krauss on Tacita Dean’s FILM, Tate Talks, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXi4pDicSu8  

63 Matilde Nardelli, Moving Pictures: Cinema and Its Obsolescence, The Journal of Visual Culture, 

2009, p.260. 

64 D.N. Rodowick, The Virtual Life of Film, p.26. 

65 Matilde Nardelli, Moving Pictures: Cinema and Its Obsolescence, The Journal of Visual Culture, 

2009, p.245. 

 

BLACK BOX ON WWW 
 

66 Elsaesseer, Ingmar Bergman in the museum? Thresholds, limits, conditions of possibility, The 

afterlife of films and filmmakers, if it cannot be the big screen, should be television, the Internet, every 

medium and on any platform, including the ever more readily available DVDs, with their ‘‘bonuses’’, 

extras and other enticements to consumption. 

67 D.N. Rodowick, p.8. 

68 Laura Mulvey, Death 24x a Second, p.12. 

69 Dave Griffiths,  artist and curator, http://www.davegriffiths.info/blog/  

70 The most interesting about the appearance of televisions is that the lost glamour of cinema’s past 

was being newly presented to millions of people in their homes, between commercials, on television: 
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despite its technological novelty and its unique ability to broadcast live, much of early television 

actually consisted of Hollywood cinema. Broadcasters, suddenly faced with hundreds of hours to fill, 

turned to a dead stock of feature films often unseen for decades. In the days when it was nearly 

impossible to see films more than a few months old, television brought this previously neglected work 

to public consciousness with a newly historical distance. Even as it threatened its future, the television 

industry paradoxically helped establish an interest in cinema’s forgotten past.   

71 Laura Mulvey, Death 24x a Second, The pensive Spectator, p.18. 

72 Meta-cinematic works: Martin Arnold: Deanimated; Pálfy György: Final Cut; Christian 

Marclay: The Clock; Elizabeth McCalpine: Don't Look Now; Andrew Bracey: The Most Beautiful Six 

Minutes in the History of Cinema; 

73 Laura Mulvey, Death 24x a Second, p.1o2. 

74 Lev Manovich, Software takes command, p.122. 

75 Brendan Dawas, Psycho Studio,  http://www.psychostudio.tv/, Hitchcock Filmography 

http://www.brendandawes.com/projects/hitchcock  

76 Star Wars, http://archive.wired.com/wired/archive/13.05/starwars.html  

77 Rocky Morphology,  http://fathom.info/rocky/  

78 The Pirate Cinema, http://thepiratecinema.com/installation/ 

79 Marin Laak, Cultural Memory knowledge environments, Cultural Heritage and Literary Memory: 

Constructing the Estonian Cultural Historical Web;  Digital historiographical turn?, p.236; 

https://dspace.utlib.ee/dspace/bitstream/handle/10062/14768/transform_book.pdf;jsessionid=B43BA1

0A9CEF50B9BDBE782603D92B67?sequence=1 

80 D.N.Rodowick, The Virtual Life of Film: “Before the digital screen, we do not feel powerlessness, 

but rather express a will to control information and to shape ourselves and the world through the medium 

of information. This is also a will to measure the world and communication, or to take measure of it, 

and so to manage it according to mathematical means. The most difficult question, then, relates to the 

ethics of computational interactions; that is, evaluating our contemporary mode of existence and 

addressing how our ontology has changed in our interactions with computer screens.”; p.174. 

81 Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command: “Software techniques affect our understanding of media 

through the operations they make available to us for creating, editing, interacting with, and sharing 

media artifacts.”, p. 122. 

82 Gregg Biermann, The Hills are Alive Commentary by Veronica Paredes: 

http://www.criticalcommons.org/Members/adiab/clips/GreggBiermann_TheHillsAreAlive_2005.mov/

view 

83 Hitler Rants Parodies, https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSEu_9uWST6nOtHbjYLvG5A  

84 Eduardo Navas, http://remixtheory.net/remixAnalytics/  

85 Eduardo Navas, http://remixdata.net/category/film-analysis/  

86 GOOGLE MAP set location 100 Years of Set Locations(- 2,001 Films Mapped), 

http://www.boxofficequant.com/100-years-of-set-locations/full_screen.htm  

87 Paul Plowman, http://www.british-film-locations.com/  

88 Tim J. Smith, Eye tracking, http://continuityboy.blogspot.ro/  
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89 Enriched Attention Film Environment, http://www.andfestival.org.uk/blog/and-hack-1-filmdata-

projects/  

90 Benjamin Grosser, http://bengrosser.com/projects/computers-watching-movies/  

91 Benjamin Grosser, http://hyperallergic.com/131206/computers-watching-movies/  

92 Brendan Dawes,  Cinema Redux, http://www.brendandawes.com/projects/cinemaredux 

93 Frederic Brodbeck, Cinemetrics,  http://cinemetrics.fredericbrodbeck.de/  

94 Yuri Tsivian,  Gunars Civjans, CineMetrics, http://www.cinemetrics.lv/index.php  

95 Kevin L. Ferguson, Western Roundup, http://typecast.qwriting.qc.cuny.edu/2013/10/07/western-

roundup/  

96 Kevin L. Ferguson, Movie barcode, http://moviebarcode.tumblr.com/  

97 Martin Hilpoltsteiner, Film frame motion analysis,  

http://recreatingmovement.com/documentation/introduction/  

98 Recollections, http://samsniderheld.com/projects/recollections/ 

99 Motion structures, http://ereyes.net/ms/  

100 Data as Object,Brendan Dawes,  http://www.brendandawes.com/projects/dataasobject  

101 Infinite trailer, https://foxdogstudios.com/static/infinite-trailer/  

102 Julian Palacz, Algorithmic search for love, https://vimeo.com/15805185  

103 Eva Schindling, http://www.evsc.net/projects/cinematic-particles       

104 Educating the Net Generation, https://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/pub7101.pdf  

105 Kim Albrecht, Culturegraphy, http://culturegraphy.com/  

106 Movie Galaxies, http://www.moviegalaxies.com/  

107 Movie Galaxies, http://www.moviegalaxies.com/movies/index  

108 Graph Alchemist, http://movies.graphalchemist.com/  

109 Patterns in Oscar Movies, http://www.pitchinteractive.com/infovis/abstract.html  

110  Lev Manovich, Visualizing Vertov,  

http://softwarestudies.com/cultural_analytics/Manovich.Visualizing_Vertov.2013.pdf  

111 Man With a Movie Camera: The Global Remake, Perry Bard http://dziga.perrybard.net/  

112 Jen Proctor, A Movies, 2010-2012,  https://vimeo.com/11531028  

113 Bruce Conner, A Movie, 1958, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FMjBtvsx2o  

114 Victor Burgin, The Remembered Film, p. 68. 

115 Victor Burgin, The Remembered Film, p.207. 

116 Alison Landsberg, Prosthetic memory-Introduction: Memory, Modernity, Mass Culture, p.2. 

117 Motion Picture Technology, https://www.facebook.com/groups/movietechnology/?ref=br_tf  Pre-

Code Hollywood (1929-34): Sin on Celluloid;  

118 Noir Nostalgia, https://www.facebook.com/pages/Noir-Nostalgia/1396233143956516  

119 35mm Das Retro Filmmagazin, https://www.facebook.com/pages/35-Millimeter-Das-Retro-

Filmmagazin/656017741082664?fref=nf 

120 Memories of yesterday,  https://www.facebook.com/pages/Memories-of-

yesterday/605917196157525  

121 Watched last night, https://www.facebook.com/watchedlastnight  
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122 Guess the film, https://www.facebook.com/guessthefilm?fref=ts 

123 Facebook as film recommendation engine, 

http://filmvis.tumblr.com/post/69287295652/facebook-as-film-recommendation-engine  

124 McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1994. 

Print. 

125 Vilém Flusser: “Electronic memories are simulations of the memory functions of the brain within 

inanimate objects. A simulation here means an imitation which exaggerates a few aspects of the original 

while disregarding all other aspects.” (1990, p. 398.) 

126 The Future of Memory, http://www.digicult.it/news/future-memory-exhibition-infinity-present-

time/  

 

ARTISTIC STATEMENT 

 

127 Archive Fever. Uses of the Document in Contemporary Art, New York, International Center of 

Photography, 2008., pp. 46-47. 

128 Archival Art, Artspace Editors, 

http://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/the_art_worlds_love_affair_with_archives  

129 As defined by Domenico Quaranta, The artist as archivist in the Internet Age,  

http://www.linkartcenter.eu/archives/2120#more-2120     

130 Artspace Editors, 

http://www.artspace.com/magazine/art_101/the_art_worlds_love_affair_with_archives  

131 She worked in the abandoned Archive all her life, more than 3o years 

132 The woman who worked there her entire life, http://interventionsjournal.net/2014/07/03/ray-

johnson-artist-as-archivist-2/   

133 An Archival Impulse, https://otherreality.wordpress.com/2009/05/01/an-archival-impulse/  

134 Hal Foster, “An Archival Impulse” October 110, (Fall 2004): 3-22. 

http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic837293.files/FosterArchivalImpulse.pdf  

135 Mnemoscope Magazine, founded in April 2013, dedicated to contemporary art practices and 

visual culture exploring issues of memory, history and the archival impulse. 

136 Mnemoscope Magazine, Elisa Adami, Alessandra Ferrini,  http://www.mnemoscape.org/    

137 Anna Maria Guasch, Art and Archive, 1920-2010.; Genealogies, typologies and discontinuities, 

http://globalartarchive.com/anna-maria-guasch/recent-work/art-and-archive-latin-america-and-

beyond/  

138 Ibid. 

139 Ibid. 

140 Gillian Pistell, Ray Johnson: Artist as Archivist, http://interventionsjournal.net/2014/07/03/ray-

johnson-artist-as-archivist-2/  

141 Anna Maria Guasch, Art and Archive, 1920-2010.; Genealogies, typologies and discontinuities, 

http://globalartarchive.com/anna-maria-guasch/recent-work/art-and-archive-latin-america-and-

beyond/ 
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Nyilatkozat  

 

 

 

Alulírott Muntean Adela Iuliana, a MOME Media Design, MA szakos 
hallgatója ezennel büntetőjogi felelősségem tudatában nyilatkozom és 
aláírásommal igazolom, hogy jelen szakdolgozatom saját,  önálló 
munkám. Az ebben hivatkozott nyomtatott és elektronikus szakirodalom 
felhasználása a szerzői  jogok nemzetközi szabályainak megfelelően 
készült.  Tudomásul veszem, hogy szakdolgozat esetén plágiumnak 
számít: 

-  szó szerinti  idézet közlése idézőjel  és hivatkozás megjelölése nélkül, 

-  tartalmi idézet, hivatkozás megjelölése nélkül, 

-  más személyek publikált gondolatainak saját gondolatként való 
feltüntetése. 
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